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Previous work has shown that recall of objects that are incidentally encountered as targets in visual search is bet-
ter than recall of objects that have been intentionallymemorized (Draschkow,Wolfe, & Võ, 2014). However, this
counter-intuitive result is not seen when these tasks are performed with non-scene stimuli. The goal of the cur-
rent paper is to determinewhat features of search in a scene contribute to higher recall rateswhen compared to a
memorization task. In each of four experiments, we compare the free recall rate for target objects following a
search to the rate following a memorization task. Across the experiments, the stimuli include progressively
more scene-related information. Experiment 1 provides the spatial relations between objects. Experiment 2
adds relative size and depth of objects. Experiments 3 and 4 include scene layout and semantic information.
We find that search leads to better recall than explicit memorization in cases where scene layout and semantic
information are present, as long as the participant has ample time (2500 ms) to integrate this information
with knowledge about the target object (Exp. 4). These results suggest that the integration of scene and target
information not only leads to more efficient search, but can also contribute to stronger memory representations
than intentional memorization.
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1. Introduction

Suppose that you wanted to learn what objects were present in a
room with the goal of being able to recall those objects later. One way
to do this would be to examine the room, intentionally trying to mem-
orize the objects. However, explicit memorization is not the onlyway to
encode information about objects encountered in theworld.We also ac-
quire memory representations for objects incidentally when, for exam-
ple, we search for an object without an explicit instruction to memorize
(Castelhano & Henderson, 2005; Draschkow & Võ, 2016; Hout &
Goldinger, 2010; Hout & Goldinger, 2012; Howard, Pharaon, Körner,
Smith, & Gilchrist, 2011; Olejarczyk, Luke, & Henderson, 2014; Võ,
Schneider, & Matthias, 2008).

Are intentionally memorized and incidentally encountered objects
encoded differently? This seems likely, given that different tasks (e.g.
search and memorization) require different interactions with the
same stimuli. For instance, Rothkopf, Ballard, and Hayhoe (2007)
showed task-specific deployment of attention to different parts of the
ization Lab, William James Hall,

.

same scene or objects. They found that the proportion of fixations land-
ing on obstacles compared to targets changes depending on whether
the observer is told to avoid the obstacles or collect the targets. Addi-
tionally, the authors demonstrated that different areas of the objects
are selected for fixation in each of these tasks. Task-specific effects on
eye movements are also evident in saccade lengths, which are longer
in search tasks than in free viewing, and in the local image characteris-
tics of the areas selected for fixation (Tatler, Baddeley, & Vincent, 2006).
In addition to such differences in the deployment of eye movements,
task-specific cognitive requirements also seem to cause differences in
the extraction of information from a single fixation. For example,
Tatler and Tatler (2013) found that task irrelevant objects received the
same number of fixations when participants were told to memorize
all the objects in the scene as when they were told to memorize a spe-
cific subset of objects (e.g. only objects used to make tea), yet object
memory was higher in the first case.

Do these task-dependent modulations of attention and information
extraction produce differences in recall between objects that have
been memorized and objects that were searched? In the work of Võ
and Wolfe (2012), participants searched for objects in scenes. Partici-
pants located targets in scenes more quickly if they had searched for
them in a previous block. They showed no such improvement if they
had been familiarized with the scene in other ways, such as searching
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for letters superimposed on the targets, exploring the scene for 30 s to
determine if aman orwoman decorated the room or by explicitly trying
to memorize the scene prior to the search. A follow-up by Hollingworth
(2012) also demonstrated that a previous search for a target speeds a
subsequent search more than memorizing object locations or evaluat-
ing semantic properties of the scene. It seems that while looking at an
object in a scene certainly creates a memory trace for it, looking for an
object can build memory representations that can be used to find the
same object again more efficiently (Võ & Wolfe, 2012; for a review see
Võ & Wolfe, 2015).

These studies suggested differences between the representations
formed incidentally during search and those formed intentionally dur-
ing memorization. However, they did not measure recall explicitly, in-
stead inferring target memorization from improved reaction times. In
order to more directly compare representations created during search
with those created during memory, Draschkow et al. (2014) used a
free recall task. In their study, participants performed one block where
they searched for objects in photographs of scenes, and another where
they memorized objects in a different set of scenes. Each block was
followed by a free recall test in which participants were asked to draw
all the objects they could remember. A comparison of the average num-
ber of drawn targets revealed better recall following the search block
than following the memorization block.

The first two experiments in the Draschkow et al. (2014) paper
showed a substantial effect of task on recall rates of target objects. How-
ever, these results left open the question of whether all search tasks, re-
gardless of stimulus set, lead to stronger memory representations, or
whether this effect is only present when search is being performed in
a naturalistic scene. Searches through scenes rather than displays of iso-
lated items have been shown tomake use of a very rich array of seman-
tic scene information (for a review see Henderson, 2007; Wolfe, Võ,
Evans, & Greene, 2011). Such recruitment of information may strength-
en the representation of the searched objects over and beyond that of
objects in non-scene contexts. In Experiment 3, Draschkow et al.
(2014) tested the role of the scene content of the images by repeating
their experiment using non-scene stimuli. They created images with
Fig. 1.A–B: Images used inDraschkow et al. (2014). Bwas created byfinding new examplars of t
for the current study. C was created by moving the objects from B into the spatial relationships
other, as we would expect in real world situations. Stimulus D was created from stimulus A us
unique textures as backgrounds (folds of fabric, droplets of water, a
field of clover leaves), upon which they placed images of the objects
that had been designated as targets in the previous experiments (see
Fig. 1). The thumbnail images consisted of isolated exemplars of each
of the original targets. These thumbnails were evenly distributed on
the background images, removing any meaningful spatial relationships
between the objects. Repeating the experiment with these non-scene
stimuli abolished the original results: searched objects no longer
showed a recall benefit over intentionally memorized objects.

These results indicated that simply searching for objects does not al-
ways build stronger representations than simply memorizing them.
Performing the search in a meaningful, semantically rich scene seems
to be important. However, the Draschkow et al. (2014) study could
not specify why the effect was only observed in scenes. One possibility
is that scenes are highly information-rich displays relative to random-
ly-organized collections of objects. In the process of transforming the
scenes into non-scene stimuli in the Draschkow et al. (2014) study, ob-
jects were dissociated from their backgrounds, made uniform in size,
andwere placed at random locations on the screen. Aswill be described
below, each of these sources of information has been shown to play a
role in facilitating object perception or guiding search in scenes (Bar,
2004; Biederman, Mezzanotte, & Rabinowitz, 1982; Castelhano &
Heaven, 2011; Torralba, Oliva, Castelhano, &Henderson, 2006). It is pos-
sible that accessing one or more of these sources of information during
search for a target could create a stronger memory representation for
that object than memorizing it.

Relationships Between Objects: One source of information exploited
during real-world searches is the learned regularity in object grouping.
Coffee mugs can be reliably found in proximity to coffee makers, pens
are often found next to notebooks. Indeed, Castelhano and Heaven
(2011) found that objects in their correct spatial grouping are easier
to find and recognize than those in incongruent spatial groupings,
even if the identity of the scene is made ambiguous by the presence of
incongruent objects. Furthermore, ambiguous drawn object are more
easily recognized if they are grouped with related objects (Bar, 2004).
In general, objects in probable locations are better recognized than the
he targets selected inA and placing themon a non-scene background. C–D: images created
they had in A. Notice how now the computer, keyboard and mouse are located near each
ing image editing software to remove the background.
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same objects presented in unexpected object-to-object or scene con-
texts (e.g. Biederman et al., 1982; Davenport & Potter, 2004; Gronau,
Neta, & Bar, 2008). In addition to mere proximity, there are other ob-
ject-based features that help specify the spatial relationship between
objects, such as relative size, relative distance from the viewer, and ori-
entation. Biederman et al. (1982) showed that inconsistently sized ob-
jects are missed more frequently in searches through line drawings of
scenes. Furthermore, ambiguous line drawings of objects are easier to
recognize when correctly oriented relative to a non-ambiguous object
(Bar &Ullman, 1996), and target objects are recognizedmore accurately
when they are oriented toward a related object in a functionally consis-
tent way (e.g.: the pitcher is tilted toward the glass rather than away
from it; Green & Hummel, 2006). All of these relationships were absent
from the Draschkow et al. (2014) non-scene stimuli. In the present
study, we incrementally add them back in to assess their role in
boosting object recall following search in scenes.

Global scene information: Besides object-based information, another
important source of information relevant to searches in natural scenes
is the global scene information. These global features contribute to the
gist of the scene, providing rapidly-accessible information about the
scene's basic level category, its functional affordances, the objects that
belong within it, and their typical locations (Greene & Oliva, 2009;
Oliva, 2005; Oliva & Torralba, 2001). According to some models, such
scene gist information is integrated with top-down task-specific infor-
mation at an early stage and directs attention to potential target loca-
tions (Ehinger, Hidalgo-Sotelo, Torralba, & Oliva, 2009; Torralba et al.,
2006). In support of thismodel, Võ andHenderson (2010) found that in-
creasing the amount of time dedicated to integrating these two sources
of information can improve search efficiency, even under conditions
where scene information is degraded. Thus, by integrating the target
identitywith gist information, a store of structural and semantic knowl-
edge is recruited to guide fixations. This recruitmentmight contribute to
better recall upon later testing. In thememorization task in our previous
work, the objects were framed with a red square, so participants never
needed to perform a search. This may have reduced the availability of
gist information in the memorization condition.

It is important to note here that scene-related effects are known to
play a role in object memorization, in the absence of a search task.
Both working memory and long-term memory have been shown to
benefit from scene-related contextual factors, such as background infor-
mation, correct spatial relations among objects, and semantic and func-
tional relations among stimuli (Brewer & Treyens, 1981; Hollingworth,
2006; Kaiser, Stein, & Peelen, 2015; Gronau & Shachar, 2014). However,
it is possible that the recruitment of such factors during search, which
requires more engagement with the structural and semantic content,
will cause better recall.

The current study aims to determine which of the sources of infor-
mationmentioned above, contributes to the recall advantage for objects
encoded incidentally during search in a scene compared to intentionally
memorized objects. Isolating the type of information that drives the
task-dependence of recall in natural scenes may allow us to better un-
derstand how information extraction and encoding differs between
memorization and search tasks. Over a series of four experiments, our
approach will be to incrementally introduce these sources of informa-
tion into non-scene images andmeasure their effect on object recall fol-
lowing search and memorization tasks.

In Experiment 1, we tested recall of objects in non-scene stimuli in
which thumbnails of objects drawn from a scene category were placed
in their expected groupings on non-scene backgrounds. In Experiment
2, we further increased the spatial congruence between these objects
by re-introducing other object-to-object spatial relationships such as
orientation, relative size, and relative depth by using targets cut out of
the original scenes rather than thumbnails. In Experiment 3, we added
global gist information to these cut-out objects by adding a flash-pre-
view of the full scene before initiating search or memorization for the
same stimuli that were used in Experiment 2. In Experiment 4, we
increased the integration time between the preview and the search dis-
play to increase recruitment of gist information in the performance of
the task (see Võ & Henderson, 2010). To anticipate, recall was signifi-
cantly modulated by task only in cases where gist information was pro-
vided and in which there was ample time to integrate this information
with the identity of the target. In this condition, searched objects were
remembered at a higher rate than memorized objects; in all other con-
ditions, recall rates did not differ.

2. General methods

2.1. Participants

All participants in these experiments had 20/25 vision or better, nor-
mal color vision, and had no history of eye or muscular disorders. They
gave informed consent according to the guidelines of the Brigham and
Women's Hospital. Ten participants were tested in each experiment,
in accordance with the Draschkow et al. (2014) experiments.

2.2. Apparatus

Participants viewed stimuli on a 19″ Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 991
TXM CRTmonitor, and the experimentwas built and run in Experiment
Builder (SR Research, Canada). Eye movements were recorded with an
EyeLink1000 desktop eye-tracker (SR Research, Canada) at a sampling
rate of 1000 Hz. The position of one eye was tracked while viewing
was binocular.

2.3. Design

The design for the current series of experiments (Fig. 2) was based
on Draschkow et al. (2014). There were two blocks in each experiment:
a search block and a memorization block, the order of which was
counterbalanced across participants. In the search block, a trial started
with the presentation of a word in white text superimposed on a
scene for 750 ms, which identified the target object. Following this,
the scene was presented alone and the participant was instructed to
search for the designated target as fast as possible. Since each experi-
ment used a different set of experimental displays, details about these
scenes will be given in individual sections below. Fig. 1 gives examples
of the different types of scenes. When observers located the target,
they fixated it and pressed a button on a game pad. The trial ended
with the button press, and the next trial immediately began with the
presentation of the next search display together with the following tar-
get word. Thememorization blockwas designed to be as similar as pos-
sible to the searchblock,while eliminating the need to perform a search.
Thus, a trial in thememorization blockwould also startwith the presen-
tation of the target word for 750 ms superimposed on the scene, but
upon the offset of the cue word, the target object was immediately
framed by a red square. The participants were instructed to carefully
memorize asmuch as they could of the display, paying particular atten-
tion to the target object. The scenewith the framedobjectwas displayed
for 3 s before the next trial started with the presentation of the next
scene with its target word. There were five different scenes in each
block, each containing 10 targets that were queried one at a time in ran-
dom order over the course of the experiment. Thus, each block
contained 50 trials. The order of the trials was randomly determined,
so consecutive searches were not necessarily performed in the same
display.

Following each block, the participants performed a free recall test.
They were told to expect a test after the memorization block, but were
misdirected so they would not expect a test following the search block
(i.e. by pretending it was a different experiment with a very similar de-
sign), in order to avoid the employment ofmemorization strategies dur-
ing search. The order of the blocks was counterbalanced across subjects.
The test consisted of a drawing task in which participants were given 5



Fig. 2.Methods for Experiments 1 and 2.Note that Experiment 1 used stimuli as depicted in panel C fromFig. 1, and Experiment 2 used stimuli as illustrated in panel D. At the start of a trial,
the scene and the target name appeared simultaneously and remained present for 750ms, after which the target word disappeared. In the search condition, participants indicatedwith a
key press when they found the target, then the next trial started. In thememory condition, the target was framed for 3 s and they tried to memorize it. Scenes were presented in random
order.
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sheets of paper, one for each of the 5 displays in the block they had just
completed, and instructed to draw as much as they could remember
from each scene, or if they preferred, to write the names of the targets
in their approximate locations. They were given one sheet at a time,
and had unlimited time to fill the sheet, at which point they gave it to
the experimenter, who handed them the next blank sheet. Participants
could draw the scenes in any order, butwere told that once they handed
a sheet to an experimenter, they could not come back to it. However,
they were provided with a place on each sheet to record objects that
they remembered but that did not belong to the current scene. Objects
correctly named herewere included in the count of recalled targets. Par-
ticipants were also provided with a list of five names, referring to the
background in the five images to help them organize their recall. Since
the background changed in each experiment, this list differed slightly
across experiments: Experiment 1 referred to the texture that made
up the background, Experiment 2 referred to the color, and Experiments
3 and 4 referred to the scene category. Overall, the experiment took ap-
proximately 45 min.

2.4. Data analysis

Performance on the tasks was evaluated by comparing the mean per-
centage of targets recalled. We obtained this by counting the number of
targets each participant correctly recalled, dividing by the total number
of targets in the block, and averaging this value across participants. We
counted targets as correctly recalled if theywere drawn, if theywere cor-
rectly named, or if theywere incorrectly named, butwith enough similar-
ity to the target objects (e.g.: substituting “dish” for “plate”).

Raw eye tracking data was parsed into events using SR Research
DataViewer. The experiment beganwith a 9-point calibration procedure,
and drift checks were performed every ten trials throughout the experi-
ment. Interest areas were defined in the scenes as the rectangular area
that just encompassed the object. Gaze durations on each targetwere ob-
tained by summing together the durations of all the fixations in that
object's interest area throughout the entire block. Targets that were not
fixated during the search task were excluded from eye-movement anal-
ysis (in Exp1 b 2% & in all further Experiments b1% of the data).

For analysis of the effect of Task (Search vs. Memorization) on recall
performance, linear mixed-effects models were run using the lme4
package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014) in the R statistical
programming environment (R Development Core Team, 2015). We
chose the LMM approach as it allows between-subject and between-
item variance to be estimated simultaneously and thus yields potential
advantages over traditional F1\F2 analysis of variance (for a discussion
see Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Kliegl, Wei, Dambacher, Yan &
Zhou, 2010; Kliegl, Masson & Richter, 2010).Where necessary, p-values
were obtained by likelihood ratio tests of the full model with the effect
in question against themodel without the effect in question (i.e., model
comparisons). The factor Task entered the analyses as a sum contrast (1
vs. −1). Therefore, the intercept estimates the grand mean of the de-
pendent variable and the regression coefficients estimate the difference
between factor levels. Task (Search vs. Memorization) and gaze dura-
tion were treated as a fixed effect. By including gaze duration as a
fixed effect, we were able to consider effects of Task onmemory perfor-
mance beyond those resulting frommere differences in fixation time on
each object. Intercepts for subjects and items (scenes), as well as by-
subject random slopes for the effect of Task were included in the
model as random factors. Following inspection of the distribution and
residuals, gaze duration was log-transformed in order to meet LMM
assumptions.

3. Experiment 1: testing the role of spatial associations

In the original Draschkow et al. (2014) study, searched objects
showed a recall benefit over memorized objects, but only when the
taskwas performedwith natural scenes as stimuli. Repeating the exper-
iment with isolated thumbnails of objects, randomly distributed on a
non-scene background caused this recall benefit to disappear. One of
the sources of information lost in the non-scene displays was the rela-
tive location of objects. Castelhano and Heaven (2011) showed that
the relative position of objects impacts the speed of search, with targets
located in congruent grouping with related objects being found more
quickly (see also Malcolm & Henderson, 2010; Võ & Henderson,
2011). If extracting this kind of information during search contributes
to stronger memory representations of the target, we should see better
recall for searched than memorized objects. In Experiment 1 of the cur-
rent study, we re-introduced the expected spatial relationships be-
tween objects (e.g. keyboard below computer screen) to test their
contribution to object recall.

3.1. Stimuli and design

Ten displays were created for this experiment. Each was based on
the scene stimuli used in Draschkow et al. (2014), which consisted of
full-color pictures of indoor scenes (kitchen, bathroom, bedroom, etc).
For the current experiment, we selected fifteen critical objects from
the scenes (the same set as in the Draschkow et al. (2014) study), and
found isolated image equivalents of each. Thus, if there was a teapot
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in the scene, we found an image of a similar teapot on a blank back-
ground, without the distortions and occlusions that often accompany
the 2D image of a 3D object in a real scene. These images were resized
to subtend approximately the same visual angle, and placed on a
256 × 256 pixel white background (See Fig. 1, Panel C). The resulting
thumbnails were then placed onto unique non-scene homogenous
backgrounds (folds of fabric, droplets of water, a field of clover leaves,
etc) to create 10 distinct experimental displays. Ten of these objects
would be queried as targets, the other five were distractors. All of the
targets from a given scene were kept together during their transfer to
the non-scene, and no targets from other scenes were added or
substituted. Crucially, the placement of the objects on the new back-
grounds was not random: object locations were selected to match
their spatial arrangement in the original scene stimuli, preserving ex-
pected spatial relationships between objects. In all other respects, the
experiment was conducted as described in the General Methods
section.

3.2. Results and discussion

In Experiment 1, there was no difference in recall rates between the
search and memory conditions, β = 0.056, SE = 0.105, z = −0.566,
p=0.57, with 32% of the object recalled followingmemorization (stan-
dard error of the mean, SEM = 2.1) and 28% recalled following search
(SEM= 2.2), (see Fig. 3 & Table 1). The LMM showed a marginal effect
of gaze durations on memory performance, β=0.469, SE = 0.270, z =
1.738, p= 0.08, with somewhat better recall for objects fixated longer.
This in linewith findings byHollingworth andHenderson (2002) show-
ing that objects that receive longer gaze durations were better encoded
for a change detection task.

Retaining the expected spatial grouping of objects in Experiment 1
failed to strengthen memory representations of searched objects rela-
tive to memorized objects. This suggests that the property of scenes
that contributes to the recall benefit cannot be captured simply by the
grouping of objects, and that the mechanisms that contribute to the
faster processing of congruently grouped objects (e.g. Bar, 2004;
Castelhano&Heaven, 2011) do not support better encoding of searched
objects. In Experiment 1, the targets had all been resized to the same
size, removing cues such as relative size or depth, which are important
in determining spatial relationship, and by finding new tokens of the
original objects, we removed any information about the orientation of
the objects. Furthermore, each individual object was surrounded by a
white square, which had the effect of visually sundering the objects
fromeach other, presenting themas separate units,whichmay interfere
Fig. 3. Mean percentage of targets recalled after each block for each of the four
experiments. In Experiment 1, there was no difference in object recall between
memorization and search blocks. In Experiment 2, in spite of a significant increase in
overall recall from Experiment 1, there was still no difference between the two
conditions. In Experiment 3, there was a trend for higher recall rates after a search
block. In Experiment 4, recall following the search block was significantly higher than
following memorization. Error bars reflect standard errors of the mean.
with the formation of associations between neighboring objects. In Ex-
periment 2, we preserve these image features and test their effect on
target recall.
4. Experiment 2: strengthening spatial associations

In Experiment 2, we tested the role of object-to-object spatial asso-
ciations beyond mere proximity in producing task-dependent differ-
ences in recall. In addition to preserving object groupings, stimuli in
this experiment incorporated information about the spatial relation-
ships between the objects, such as the relative size, depth and orienta-
tion of the targets. Each of these features has been shown to
contribute to faster or more accurate object recognition (e.g.,
Biederman et al., 1982; Green & Hummel, 2006). If observers draw on
such information to aid search, it may contribute to stronger represen-
tations for searched objects.
4.1. Stimuli and design

Ten new displays were created for this experiment. In order to pre-
serve the location and relative size of the objects, we took the 10 full
scenes from Draschkow et al. (2014), and used Adobe Photoshop CS4
to remove all image parts, except the target objects (See Fig. 1, Panel
D). The cut-out objects were placed on a lightly textured background
of a single solid color. Each scene background had a unique color. Taking
the objects directly from the source scene had the effect of preserving
not only position and size, but also additional depth and layout cues
such as orientation and illumination, providing a much stronger sense
of the relative locations of the targets. In all other respects, the experi-
ment was conducted as described in the General Methods section.
4.2. Results and discussion

The presence of size, depth, and orientation information produced
an overall boost in target recall in Experiment 2 as compared to Exper-
iment 1: a 2-way between-subjects ANOVA shows a main effect of ex-
periment, F(1.18) = 6.81, p = 0.02, with an average recall rate of 30%
in Experiment 1 and 42% in Experiment 2 (Fig. 3 & Table 1). There was
no between-experiment main effect of Task and no interaction. In Ex-
periment 2, there was no difference in target recall rates between the
search and memory conditions, β = 0.074, SE = 0.078, z = 0.952,
p = 0.34. Following memorization, 44% of the objects were recalled
(SEM = 2.2), and 39% of the targets were recalled following search
(SEM = 2.2). Memory performance was marginally influenced by
gaze durations, β = 0.398, SE = 0.211, z = 1.887, p = 0.06.

The inclusion ofmore information about the spatial relationships be-
tween objects caused an overall increase in target recall between Exper-
iment 1 and Experiment 2. It seems that in general, targets are easier to
remember when the relationships between them become more avail-
able. However, refining the spatial relationships between the objects
did not lead to differences in recall between the search and memoriza-
tion conditions. This result suggests that information distributed more
globally in the image of the scene might be responsible for the advan-
tage of search over memorization. Such a finding would be in line
with results fromVõ and Schneider (2010), who showed that search ef-
ficiency in rendered scenes could be improved by preceding the search
with a brief preview consisting either of the identical scene or the same
scenewith the target objects removed (i.e. the scenes still contained ex-
tensive spatial and semantic information, but no information about the
visual forms of the targets). No such facilitation was found when the
preview contained only objects on textured backgrounds (analogous
to our stimuli in Experiment 2). In Experiments 3 and 4, we explore
the role of briefly previewed scene information in causing task-depen-
dent recall.



Table 1
Summary of object recall including results fromDraschkow et al. (2014) aswell as results from the present experiment. Overall, with an increasing amount of information, the proportion
of recalled objects increases. Furthermore, search produces better recall than intentional memorization when the tasks are performed in real world scenes or when non-scene images are
supplemented by aflash preview of a complete scene and participants have 2500ms to integrate target informationwith scene information (see Võ&Henderson, 2010). This suggests that
integrating scene and target information in the first 2500 ms of a search can cause stronger memory representations than intentional memorization.

Experiment Stimulus
%recalled objects
search

% recalled objects
memorization

Effect of
task?

Draschkow et al. (2014); Exp. 2 Full scenes 44.6 31.6 yes (t-test)
Draschkow et al. (2014); Exp. 3 Randomly placed thumbnails of objects on non-scene backgrounds 19.6 24.2 no (t-test)
Experiment 1 Thumbnails of objects in their expected spatial relations on non-scene backgrounds 28.1 32.4 no (LMM)
Experiment 2 Objects photoshopped from scenes and placed on uniform background 39.1 43.6 no (LMM)
Experiment 3 Flash preview of full scene, 500 ms integration time, photoshopped scene 39.7 35.6 no (LMM)
Experiment 4 Flash preview of full scene, 2500 ms integration time, photoshopped scene 45.3 35.2 yes (LMM)
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5. Experiment 3: integrating gist with target information

Experiments 1 and 2 show that while expected spatial associations
between objects can facilitate processing and increase overall recall
for target objects; those associations do not contribute to the difference
in recall between searched and memorized objects. Another possible
source of information that could have boosted recall for searched targets
in the study by Draschkow et al. (2014) was information present in the
background of the image. Such information contributes to the rapidly
accessible gist of the scene, which includes knowledge about the global
features of the current scene as well as semantic knowledge about that
scene category in general. During search, this information is integrated
with knowledge about the target object in order to guide attention to
the relevant objects (Torralba et al., 2006; for a review see Wolfe et al.,
2011). The structure of the scene may be less relevant and less useful
in the memorization conditions, where integration is less beneficial for
the task at hand, as finding the object is not necessary. In Experiment
3, we sought to test the role of global gist information in producing a re-
call benefit for searched objects. We introduced gist information to the
incomplete scenes from Experiment 2 by preceding each collection of
cut-out objects with a 250 ms flash preview of the complete scene
from which the objects had been extracted. Such a design exposes par-
ticipants briefly to the gist of the scene, while requiring that they per-
form the task in the same displays as the previous experiment. This
allows us to explore how the presence or absence of global scene infor-
mation changes the object representation formed in response to a given
image.
Fig. 4. Methods for Experiments 3 and 4. The only difference between the two experiments w
experimental display: in Experiment 3, it was present for 500 ms, and for Experiment 4, it wa
screen with the target name for 750 ms and then a blank screen for 500 ms (Exp.3) or 2500 m
5.1. Stimuli and design

Experiment 3 employed a variant of the flash previewparadigm (e.g.
Castelhano & Henderson, 2007; Hillstrom, Scholey, Liversedge, &
Benson, 2012; Võ & Henderson, 2010, 2011). The full, unaltered scene
served as the preview, and was shown for 250 ms. Following this, the
target word appeared for 750 ms against a blank grey background,
and then the screen was blank for 500 ms before the experimental dis-
playwas presented (Fig. 4). This prevented the scene preview fromper-
ceptually merging with the incomplete experimental display. The
displays in this experiment consisted of themodified scenes used in Ex-
periment 2 (Fig. 1, Panel D). In all other respects, Experiment 3 resem-
bled the two previous experiments.
5.2. Results and discussion

Adding gist information in the form of a flash preview did notmean-
ingfully increase recall relative to the same displaywithout a preview: a
2-way ANOVA comparing recall in Exp2 and Exp3 showed no effects of
experiment, F(1, 18)= 0.41, p=0.05, no effect of condition, F(1, 18)=
0.01, p = 0.91, and no interaction (F(1, 18) = 3.27, p = 0.087.

In Experiment 3, there was no significant difference in recall be-
tween the two conditions, β = −0.123, SE = 0.086, z = −1.431,
p = 0.15, although we did see a reversal of the previous trend: mean
recall for searched targets (40%, SEM= 2.2) was higher than for mem-
orized targets (36%, SEM=2.1) (Fig. 3 & Table 1).Memory performance
as the duration of a blank screen between the presentation of the target word and the
s present for 2500 ms. Trials started with a flash preview of a scene, followed by a blank
s (Exp.4). After this interval, the task was the same as in the previous experiments.
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was not influenced by gaze durations, β=0.244, SE=0.247, z=0.989,
p = 0.32.

In Experiments 1 and 2, the trend was for better recall in the
memory condition, although the effect was non-significant. In this ex-
periment, the trend reverses, with the small, non-significant effect fa-
voring the search condition, suggesting that while scene information
may strengthen object recall, the effect under the current circumstances
is too weak to reach significance. Previous work has shown that infor-
mation from the preview may take time to accumulate. Specifically,
Võ and Henderson (2010) showed that a very briefly flashed preview
(as short as 50 ms) can lead to significantly faster searches, provided
that enough time was given to integrate scene gist and target identity
information before the search was initiated. This interval between the
presentation of the scene preview plus target word, and the initiation
of the search (i.e. the integration time) is thought to allow the integra-
tion of gist information from the initial scene representation with se-
mantic knowledge about the target in order to compute likely target
locations. Such recruitment would contribute to a richer representation
of the target object, which could contribute to a stronger memory trace.
Thus, in Experiment 4, we extended the integration time.

6. Experiment 4: increasing integration time

In Experiment 3, supplementing non-scene images with global
scene information caused a trend for better recall for searched objects
thanmemorized objects, but this result was not significant, possibly be-
cause there was insufficient time to integrate this additional informa-
tion. In Experiment 4, we increased the integration time from 500 ms
to 2500 ms in order to boost the integration of target and scene gist
information.

6.1. Stimuli and design

With the exception of the increase in integration time from 500 ms
to 2500 ms, the stimuli and procedure of Experiment 4 was identical
to Experiment 3 (Fig. 4).

6.2. Results and discussion

As can be seen in Fig. 3 and Table 1, Experiment 4 restored the search
advantage seen in Draschkow et al. (2014). Memory performance was
significantly influenced by Task, with higher recall rates in the search
condition (45%, SEM = 2.2) compared to the memory condition (35%,
SEM = 2.3), β = −0.250, SE = 0.075, z = −3.339, p b 0.01 (Fig. 3,
Table 1). Target gaze durations significantly predicted the recall of
items, independent of encoding condition, β = 0.760, SE = 0.254,
z = 2.987, p b 0.01.

The results from Experiment 4 indicate that when there is ample
time to integrate information from a flash preview with knowledge
about the target object, searching for targets in a scene leads to higher
recall rates than intentionally memorizing them. This strongly suggests
that the recruitment of knowledge about the global and semantic prop-
erties of a scene in relation to a target not only leads to quick and effi-
cient searches (Castelhano & Henderson, 2007; Torralba et al., 2006),
but also strengthens memory representations for the target object rela-
tive to the representation created when no search is required.

7. General discussion

The current series of experiments were designed to investigate the
claim made by Draschkow et al. (2014) that searching for objects can
lead to better recall than intentionally memorizing them. The authors
demonstrated that this effect was only present when the initial
encoding involved objects embedded in scenes. Memorization and
search did not produce different recall rates when the encoding tasks
were performed in non-scene images with target objects of uniform
size randomly scattered on a textured background. In order to under-
standwhat properties of scenesmight be contributing to this scene-spe-
cific recall pattern, we gradually added scene information to non-scene
displays and tested subsequent recall in four experiments. We included
proximity grouping between objects in Experiment 1, but this fairly
minimal structure did not boost recall for searched targets. In Experi-
ment 2,we enriched the spatial relationships between objects by adding
depth and relative size information. Again, recall following the search
andmemory tasks did not differ. Recall rates were higher than in Exper-
iment 1, suggesting that more realistic spatial relations do boost mem-
ory regardless of task. Experiments 3 and 4 showed that adding a
flash preview of the full scene to the non-scene stimulus boosts
recall for searched targets over memorized targets, but this was
statisticallysignificant only in cases where there was sufficient inte-
gration time (2500 ms) between the presentation of the preview
plus target name and the appearance of the search display.

Ismerelyfinding an object enough to boostmemory? TheAttention-
al Boost Effect (Swallow & Jiang, 2010) shows that recognition memory
for a target scene (as measured in an AFC task) is better for scenes that
were presented concurrently with a target identification task. This hy-
pothesis holds that the positive detection of a target might open an “at-
tentional gate” that facilitates encoding of all task relevant stimuli
present on the screen in that moment, and since our search task re-
quired the identification of a target, but the memory task did not, it is
possible that this accounts for our results. However, we only found a re-
call benefit after search when sufficient scene information was present,
which is not predicted by the Attentional Boost Effect. Thus, the Atten-
tional Boost Effect alone cannot explain our findings.

Do people simply have bettermemory for objects that they looked at
longer?Work byHollingworth andHenderson (2002) suggests that ob-
jects that are fixated longer are indeed better remembered. By nature,
search tasks andmemorization tasks require different kinds of process-
ing, which in our study was reflected in occasional differences in gaze
durations between the two tasks. However, by including gaze duration
as a fixed effect in our linear mixed effects modeling approach, we are
able to show a significant effect of Task on recall rates, above and be-
yond any effect of differences in gaze durations between the two tasks.

Whymight a lag after the presentation of scene and target informa-
tion and before the initiation of the search lead to better recall? We
know that search in scenes recruits a rich store of pre-existing knowl-
edge about the scene category (for a review see Wolfe et al., 2011).
However, using a flash-preview moving-window paradigm Võ and
Henderson (2010) showed that this information is not instantaneously
available to guide search to a specific target. In their experiment, partic-
ipants searched for targets in scenes in a display that was obscured ex-
cept for a small circle around the center of fixation. Such a display led to
longer than normal search times, but searches could be improved by
adding a flash preview of the scene. Importantly, information from
this preview needed time to accumulate: in the Võ and Henderson
(2010) experiment, a 250 ms preview followed by 3000 ms of integra-
tion time led to much larger improvements in searches than 500 ms of
integration time. They further showed that adding the lag right after the
previewbut before the targetword did not show such benefits. Thus the
lag allowed the participant to integrate bottom-up information about
the previewed scene with top-down knowledge about the target in
order to compute likely target locations. At small lags, such integration
is cut short, and existing cognitive structures are recruited to a lesser ex-
tent, perhaps leading to weaker memory traces.

If adding a long integration time allowed the whole-scene preview
to become an effective prime, might it not do so for an object-only pre-
view (resembling the images from Experiment 2)? Prior data indicate
that this would not be the case. Võ and Schneider (2010) showed that
previews consisting of the full scene (as in Experiments 3 and 4 of the
present paper) significantly improved search times relative to a control
condition. A preview of only the structural components, i.e. the layout
without objects, of the scene also produced significant improvement.
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However, previews consisting only of spatially and functionally aligned
objects displayed on a neutral background— similar to the displays used
in our Experiment 2 — did not produce improvement even though the
ISI from preview onset to search display onset was 2000 ms. Though
the task here is somewhat different, it seems likely that preview of iso-
lated objects alone would not produce the search benefit found with
whole scene previews. In converging work, searches for targets in
scenes, and other tasks like estimating which of two objects is closer,
are not effectively primed by images that are merely conceptually
identical to the target image (Castelhano & Henderson, 2007; Võ &
Schneider, 2010). If there is ample time to integrate bottom-up scene in-
formationwith top-down knowledge, it is the coherent, global structure
of the scene that seems to be crucial in recruiting the scene knowledge
that can benefit search, and with it boost target object memory.

The hypothesis that search actively integrates knowledge about the
scene with knowledge about the target is in line with the contextual
guidancemodel of search (Torralba et al., 2006), inwhich bottom-up in-
formation about the scene and top-down knowledge about the scene's
category, the target parameters and the task requirements interact
early in the search process to guide eye movements. The current exper-
iment extends this theory to suggest that this integration can have con-
sequences besides more efficient object search, such as strengthened
object representations and better object recall after search completion.

Our results are analogous to findings from the education and
cognitive psychology literature that show better recall for test items
(usually lists of words or passages from a text) if a single study period
is followed by a quiz than if it is followed by the opportunity for more
study (LaPorte & Voss, 1975; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006; Zaromb &
Roediger, 2010). Our search task could be thought of as the quiz
(“Where is the item?”), while memorization is obviously similar to fur-
ther study. Our results show that searching for objects only boosts recall
when sufficient information is present and can be integrated with the
target information. This might be considered similar to the finding, in
the quiz studies, that the strongest retention effects are observed
when quiz questions encourage participants to engage with prior
knowledge about the learned items, and form connections between
this knowledge and the newmaterial (King, 1994). For instance, reten-
tion is increased if the quiz requires more thorough synthesis of the
learned information, with short-answer questions leading to better re-
call than multiple choice questions (Kang, McDermott, & Roediger,
2007). At present, we simply note the analogies between the literature
on the role of quizzes in the recall of vocabulary or text content and our
work on the role of search inmemorization of objects in scenes. It is pos-
sible that these similarities are more than skin deep (see Võ & Wolfe,
2013 for a different parallel between processing of scenes and process-
ing of linguistic material) but further research would be required to
make that case.

While we have shown an important role for the integration of
scene and target information, the current study cannot distinguish
whether general scene semantic information (i.e. basic level catego-
ry) or structural information about the specific scene was most im-
portant in this integration, since both were present in the scene
preview. However, other studies have shown that while general se-
mantic information does help guide eye movements during search,
it is not as effective as specific scene information (Castelhano &
Heaven, 2010; Castelhano & Henderson, 2007). In addition, the cur-
rent design does not indicate whether the computations that occur
during the integration time alone are sufficient to cause better recall
for searched targets, or whether the time spent searching for the tar-
gets is also necessary to cement later target recall.

This paper is not the first to report strong memory representations
for searched objects compared to intentionally memorized objects
(e.g. Draschkow et al., 2014; Hollingworth, 2012; Võ & Wolfe, 2012),
but it is the first to test a possible mechanism for the effect. We propose
that the search for targets in scenes integrates scene semantic and scene
structure information with knowledge about the target object, which
not only benefits search, but also leads to stronger memory representa-
tions of objects in naturalistic scenes. These results may advance our
understanding of how information extraction and encoding from natu-
ralistic scenes differs between memorization and search tasks.
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